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Our Endangered Values

2005-11-01

president jimmy carter offers a passionate defense of separation of church and

state warning that fundamentalists are deliberately blurring the lines between

politics and religion in our endangered values jimmy carter offers a personal

consideration of moral values as they relate to the important issues of the day he

puts forward a passionate defense of separation of church and state and a strong

warning about where the country is heading as the lines between politics and rigid

religious fundamentalism are blurred carter describes his reactions to recent

disturbing societal trends that involve both religious and political worlds as they

increasingly intertwine and include some of the most crucial and controversial

issues of the day many of these matters are under fierce debate they include

preemptive war women s rights terrorism civil liberties homosexuality abortion the

death penalty science and religion environmental degradation nuclear arsenals

america s global image fundamentalism and the melding of religion and politics

sustained by his lifelong faith jimmy carter assesses these issues in a balanced

and courageous way

Summary: Our Endangered Values

2017-01-30

the must read summary of jimmy carter s book our endangered values america s

moral crisis this complete summary of our endangered values by jimmy carter

former us president presents his argument that secularism and separation



between church and state our essential he says that fundamentalism is causing

the lines between them to be blurred and as a practising christian presents his

viewpoints on some of the most controversial issues facing american society

added value of this summary save time understand how religion and state often

operate together and how this should be avoided expand your knowledge of

american politics and culture to learn more read our endangered values and

discover carter s argument for secularism and how it can be achieved without

succumbing to a moral crisis

The Jimmy Carter Library

2014-03-25

this ebook boxed set includes the following a call to action beyond the white

house our endangered values palestine peace not apartheid we can have peace

in the holy land the nobel peace prize lecture an hour before daylight christmas in

plains sharing good times a remarkable mother the hornet s nest

Author in Chief

2019-04-15

with the publication of his personal memoirs in 1885 ulysses s grant established

what is today known as the presidential memoir every u s president since

benjamin harrison has written one and many have turned to other forms of writing

as well this book covers the history of works including autobiographies diaries

political manifestos speeches fiction and poetry authored by u s presidents and

published prior to during or after their terms the writing was easy for some harder



for others with varying success from literary comebacks and bestsellers to false

starts and failures

The Handbook of Rhetoric and Public Address

2010-03-25

the handbook of rhetoric and public address is a state of the art companion to the

field that showcases both the historical traditions and the future possibilities for

public address scholarship in the twenty first century focuses on public address as

both a subject matter and a critical perspective mindful of the connections

between the study of public address and the history of ideas provides an historical

overview of public address research and pedagogy as well as a reassessment of

contemporary public address scholarship by those most engaged in its practice

includes in depth discussions of basic issues and controversies public address

scholarship explores the relationship between the study of public address and

contemporary issues of civic engagement and democratic citizenship reflects the

diversity of views among public address scholars advancing on going discussions

and debates over the goals and character of rhetorical scholarship

Focus On: 100 Most Popular 20Th-century American

Politicians

2020-12-07

a mix of thematic essays reference entries and primary source documents

covering the role of religion in american history and life from the colonial era to



the present often controversial religion has been an important force in shaping

american culture religious convictions strongly influenced colonial and state

governments as well as the united states as a new republic religious teachings

values and practices deeply affected political structures and policies economic

ideology and practice educational institutions and instruction social norms and

customs marriage and family life by analyzing religion s interaction with american

culture and prominent religious leaders and ideologies this reference helps

readers to better understand many fascinating often controversial religious leaders

ideas events and topics the work is organized in three volumes devoted to

particular periods volume one includes a chronology highlighting key events

related to religion in american history and an introduction that overviews religion in

america during the period covered by the volume and roughly 10 essays that

explore significant themes these essays are followed by approximately 120

alphabetically arranged reference entries providing objective fundamental

information about topics related to religion in america each volume presents

nearly 50 primary source documents each introduced by a contextualizing

headnote a selected general bibliography closes volume three

American Religious History [3 volumes]

2006-12-21

geography encompasses everything from the local where human beings live work

and travel to metageographies like nations and regions james a tyner s inventive

and multidisciplinary ideas on geography similarly range from the personal his

father s experience in the military during the vietnam war to a broad discussion of

how the united states has come to exercise power through the production of



geographic knowledge in this case in southeast asia since the end of the second

world war southeast asia has served as a surrogate space to further american

imperial interests which are economic political territorial and moral in scope

america s strategy in southeast asia contends that the construction of southeast

asia as a geographic entity has been a crucial component in the creation of the

american empire for example america s most blatant experience of colonial rule

occurred the philippines america s longest war was fought in vietnam and most

recently some american policymakers have identified southeast asia as the

second front in the war on terror yet america s overriding strategy in southeast

asia and the region itself remains something of a mystery for the american

populace a black box in america s geographical imagination this clear and

innovative book educates readers about southeast asia s importance in american

foreign policy

America's Strategy in Southeast Asia

2014-12

community health nursing caring for the public s health third edition focuses on

teaching nursing students about population health and community health nursing

Community Health Nursing

2007-09-13

american society may be hostile to the thought of ideologies but it possesses a

sophisticated but little understood ability to engage in deep conflicts over political

ideas while at the same time reducing adversarial positions to legitimate



derivatives of american history and development the study asks how this occurs

how the sources traditions and usages of core ideas and their derivative

compounds animate political discourse and structure the basis of political conflict

and how it is possible to sustain a high incidence of competitive value laden

argument and principled political conflict within a stable political order the

fundamental aim of this study is to examine the traditions and usages of american

political ideas within the arena of practical politics by locating them in their

respective contexts it will be possible to assess both their changing meanings and

their shifting relationships to one another in surveying america s core ideas both

in isolation and in combination the book facilitates an informed awareness of their

political and cultural leverage as forms of persuasion and sources of legitimacy

american credo roots the examination of american political ideas firmly in the

milieu of social drives political movements and contemporary issues within which

the ideas themselves are embedded this not only allows the study to investigate

the interior properties and traditional priorities of america s key values but permits

the theoretical implications and practical consequences of these ideas to be

traced and evaluated by marshalling a wide variety of evidence from different

disciplines and perspectives and by employing innovative principles of

organisation the study offers clarity and depth in support of an inventive

explanatory scheme it concludes with a review of the current and likely future

challenges to the protocols and conventions surrounding the matrix of ideational

coexistence

American Credo

2016-12-24



stewardship is one of the essential means the church utilizes to roll up its sleeves

and engage in the ministry it is challenged to do william powell tuck jesus said in

his sermon on the mountain blessed are matthew 5 1 12 james said faith without

works is dead james 2 14 26 dr bill tuck shares his heart and his teachings on

stewardship that will bring the reader into a greater appreciation of how god wants

to use our time talent and finances to build his church as well as draw us into a

deeper relationship with him you will find each chapter begins with a scriptural

notation that will lend itself to further study and meditation on god s word may we

be found to not only be reader of god s word but also doers of his word

The Forgotten Beatitude

2023-10-20

this book argues that the nature of counterproliferation strengthens the effect of

cultural factors in policy choices and illustrates this by focusing on us and israeli

policy toward the iranian nuclear program the united states and israel have been

the two states most active in opposing iran s nuclear ambitions however the

respective strategies of each of these states have changed repeatedly this book

explores how competing cultural schools of thought on grand strategy within each

state inform and shape the key policy decisions in their attempts to prevent a

nuclear iran drawing on numerous interviews conducted with former high level

officials in each country as well as published memoirs this book first describes in

detail the belief systems of the competing schools and then analyses the internal

debates and key decisions on policy toward the iranian nuclear program while

critically assessing the extent to which these beliefs influenced policy in the face

of material structural pressures this in depth analysis of the internal debates and



dilemmas within the national leadership of the two states most prominent in the

effort to prevent a nuclear iran constitutes an indispensable guide for scholars and

policymakers who will inevitably face similar dilemmas in dealing with this ongoing

challenge and additional cases of nuclear proliferation around the world this book

will be of much interest to students of nuclear proliferation us and israeli foreign

policy middle eastern politics and ir in general

Cultures of Counterproliferation

2018-12-07

providing chronologies of important events historical narratives from the first

settlement to the present and biographies of major figures this work offers readers

an unseen look at the history of racism from the perspective of individual states

from the initial impact of european settlement on indigenous populations to the

racial divides caused by immigration and police shootings in the 21st century each

american state has imposed some form of racial restriction on its residents the

united states proclaims a belief in freedom and justice for all but members of

various minority racial groups have often faced a different reality as seen in such

examples as the forcible dispossession of indigenous peoples during the trail of

tears jim crow laws crushing discrimination of blacks and the manifest unfairness

of the chinese exclusion act including the district of columbia the 51 entries in

these two volumes cover the state specific histories of all of the major minority

and immigrant groups in the united states including african americans hispanics

asian americans and native americans every state has had a unique experience in

attempting to build a community comprising multiple racial groups and the

chronologies narratives and biographies that compose the entries in this collection



explore the consequences of racism from states perspectives revealing distinct

new insights into their respective racial histories

A State-by-State History of Race and Racism in the

United States [2 volumes]

2016-08-16

the old adage never discuss religion and politics is roundly rejected in this incisive

exploration of presidential history and religious faith this newly updated 2016

edition of the presidents their faith is a fascinating and informative look at how all

u s presidents exercised their personal faith exerted presidential power and led a

religiously diverse nation has there ever been a stranger prayer than truman s

offered upon america s successful development of the atom bomb we pray that he

may guide us to use it in his ways and for his purposes at the nation s founding

northeast presbyterians demanded explicit mention of jesus in the constitution

george washington refuted them saying that religious piety was a matter best left

between an individual and his god religious instruction was the responsibility of

religious societies not the civil state what drove washington to make that argument

and what if he had lost who wouldn t feel like the exasperated fdr when he said i

can do almost everything in the goldfish bowl of the president s life but i ll be

hanged if i can say my prayers in it it bothers me to feel like something in the zoo

being looked at by all the tourists in washington when i go to church no privacy in

that kind of going to church and by the time i have gotten into that pew and

settled down with everybody looking at me i don t feel like saying my prayers at

all but even more importantly what s real what s a show and why does it matter



when it comes to faith and politics these questions and more are unpacked and

examined leading to a whole new understanding of how religion and politics

interfaced through america s history and how they will play out in our future in this

climate of religious and political tensions the presidents their faith casts a civil

entertaining and insightful spotlight on the unique mix and frequent mix ups of

politics and religion in america

The Presidents & Their Faith

2014-05-21

fusion offers a backward look at the policies of american and how these policies

have failed to advance the broad goals for america we did come out of world war

ii at a high point in the ascendency of america but we lost that high point with our

failed attempts to rule the rule as per the heartland theory which guided the

policies of western nations for many years now is an opportune time for america

to work to become one of many nations and to work on the issues of water food

and health of nations we offer a model for fusion

A Time for Fusion

2008

volume 1 deals with international crimes it contains several significant

contributions on the theoretical and doctrinal aspects of icl which precede the five

chapters addressing some of the major categories of international crimes the first

two chapters address the sources and subjects of icl and its substantive contents

the other five chapters address chapter 3 the crime against peace and aggression



the crime against peace and aggression from its origins to the icc the crime of

aggression and the international criminal court chapter 4 war crimes crimes

against humanity genocide introduction to international humanitarian law penal

aspects of international humanitarian law non international armed conflict and

guerilla warfare mercenarism and contracted military services customary

international law and weapons control genocide crimes against humanity overlaps

gaps and ambiguities in contemporary international humanitarian law genocide

and crimes against humanity chapter 5 crimes against fundamental human rights

slavery slave related practices and trafficking in persons apartheid international

prohibition of torture the practice of torture in the united states september 11 2001

to present chapter 6 crimes of terror violence international terrorism kidnapping

and hostage taking terrorism financing piracy international maritime navigation and

installations on the high seas international civil aviation chapter 7 crimes against

social interest international control of drugs challenges in the development of

international criminal law the negotiations of the united nations convention against

transnational organized crime and the united nations convention against corruption

transnational organized crime corruption of foreign public officials international

criminal protection of cultural property criminalization of environmental protection

International Criminal Law

2008-12-31

volume 1 deals with international crimes it contains several significant

contributions on the theoretical and doctrinal aspects of icl which precede the five

chapters addressing some of the major categories of international crimes the first

two chapters address the sources and subjects of icl and its substantive contents



the other five chapters address chapter 3 the crime against peace and aggression

the crime against peace and aggression from its origins to the icc the crime of

aggression and the international criminal court chapter 4 war crimes crimes

against humanity genocide introduction to international humanitarian law penal

aspects of international humanitarian law non international armed conflict and

guerilla warfare mercenarism and contracted military services customary

international law and weapons control genocide crimes against humanity overlaps

gaps and ambiguities in contemporary international humanitarian law genocide

and crimes against humanity chapter 5 crimes against fundamental human rights

slavery slave related practices and trafficking in persons apartheid international

prohibition of torture the practice of torture in the united states september 11 2001

to present chapter 6 crimes of terror violence international terrorism kidnapping

and hostage taking terrorism financing piracy international maritime navigation and

installations on the high seas international civil aviation chapter 7 crimes against

social interest international control of drugs challenges in the development of

international criminal law the negotiations of the united nations convention against

transnational organized crime and the united nations convention against corruption

transnational organized crime corruption of foreign public officials international

criminal protection of cultural property criminalization of environmental protection

International Criminal Law, Volume 1: Sources,

Subjects and Contents

2008-06-01

concerns over climate change and energy depletion are increasing exponentially



mainstream solutions still assume a panacea that will cure our climate ills without

requiring any serious modification to our way of life plan c explores the risks

inherent in trying to continue our energy intensive lifestyle using dirtier fossil fuels

plan a or switching to renewable energy sources plan b allows people to remain

complacent in the face of potential global catastrophe dramatic lifestyle change is

the only way to begin to create a sustainable equitable world the converging

crises of peak oil climate change and increasing inequity are presented in a clear

concise manner as are the twin solutions of community where cooperation

replaces competition and curtailment deliberately reducing consumption of

consumer goods plan c shows how each person s individual choices can

dramatically reduce co2 emissions it offers specific strategies in the areas of food

transportation and housing one chapter analyzes the decimation of the cuban

economy when the ussr stopped oil exports in 1990 and provides an inspiring

vision for a low energy way of living plan c is an indispensable resource for

anyone interested in living a lower energy saner and sustainable lifestyle

Plan C

2008

the modern pilgrimage to sites ranging from graceland to the veterans annual ride

to to the vietnam veterans memorial to jim morrison s paris grave is intertwined

with man s existential uncertainties in the face of a rapidly changing world in a

climate that reproduces the religious quest in seemingly secular places it s no

longer clear exactly what the term pilgrimage infers and shrines and pilgrimage in

the modern world critiques our notions of the secular and the sacred while

commenting on the modern media s multiplication of images that renders the



modern pilgrimage a quest without an object using new ethnographical and

theoretical approaches this volume offers a surprising new vision on the non

secularity of the secular pilgrimage this book will be sure to stoke our intellectual

fire and heat up the discussion over the highly charged topic of secular pilgrimage

simon bronner penn state university

Shrines and Pilgrimage in the Modern World

2007-06

protecting the planet is everyone s work but we all have our own heroes in

whatever area we are working planet savers brings together the varied stories of

the hundreds of movers and shakers that have spoken up throughout history and

taken action to defend the world from pollution deforestation species loss and

climate change from theodore roosevelt to al gore from francis of assisi to david

attenborough and from hundreds more men and women that you will know little if

anything about scientists artists business people priests lawyers poets politicians

activists and more from every continent of the world their work has enthused us

about the natural world and warned us that we must do much more to preserve it

the indian woman who became the world s first environmental martyr the baptist

reverend who asked what would jesus drive the quaker big game hunter who set

up the first conservation organisation the shakespearian actor who revolutionised

organic gardening and the housewife whose campaign against toxic waste forced

a president to act the book is a cornucopia of people who from time immemorial

have put their careers reputations and lives on the line to protect our planet from

its governing inhabitants the human race today as thousands of species of

animals and plants are faced with extinction thousands of years of indigenous



knowledge is lost in the face of technological advance and we become more and

more aware of the potential doomsday scenario of a warming world we need

planet savers more than ever our inspiration can be the 301 environmental lives

portrayed in this book these people cared enough to do something about it planet

savers is both a tribute and a catalyst a tribute to the people that loved the planet

enough to want to act to save it and a catalyst for the people who will be inspired

to act after reading it new planet savers are at work right now in rainforests and

megacities in community centres and boardrooms at road protests and in

courtrooms all over the world if this book has one great aim it is to inspire you the

reader to join them it is a book that every home should own

Fourth and Long

2017-09-08

the advocate is a lesbian gay bisexual transgender lgbt monthly newsmagazine

established in 1967 it is the oldest continuing lgbt publication in the united states

Planet Savers

2006-01-17

the fall of capitalism and the rise of islam provides a critical analysis of the current

financial crisis in the us and the world at large it concludes that the current crisis

could very well be a sign of failure of the underlying system of capitalism the book

shows that the system of capitalism contains serious faults and defects at the core

theory level economic and financial crisis periodically occur whenever these

defects are triggered by various conditions and political decisions during the life of



capitalism the collapse of financial institutions the crash of the housing market the

evaporation of trillions of dollars the creation of virtual unreal wealth and the

decline of productivity are symptoms of the potential failure of the ideology of

capitalism this failure has serious impact on the life quality of billions of people

around the world who suffer from poverty hunger health insecurity lack of

education and serious inhuman conditions the world order under capitalism

witnessed multiple world wars political and economic instability colonialism

absence of peace deprivation of justice and polarization of wealth and power this

book predicts a potential crash and collapse of the world order under the pressure

of a failing capitalism concurrent to the decline and potential collapse of capitalism

the book makes an account of another global phenomenon namely the second

rise of islam the rise of islam similar to the first one that lasted for thirteen

hundred years is a comprehensive rise that brings up the economic system

together with the political system and the moral system together with the legal

system it is much needed and sought to introduce to the world a system full of

justice fairness and geared toward productivity and human righteousness the new

rise of islam is argued to be in the best interest of the human societies around the

world and that the propagated fear of this rise is unfounded the book provides a

detailed description of the economic system and the political economy of islam it

provides compelling evidence that the islamic political economy characterized by

sustained productivity and wealth distribution guarantees the satisfaction of the

basic needs of a human the islamic political economy integrates several

mechanisms for natural distribution of wealth while it maintains a high level of

productivity through the inhibition of usury hoarding and exploitation the fall of

capitalism and the rise of islam makes extensive references to a score of

historians scholars and scientists who provide a fair testimony of the islamic



civilization and the ideology of islam

The Advocate

2010-04-22

this book discusses in depth some twelve doctrines that need to be removed from

current rituals hymns and confessions of faith giving scriptural references to

support the removal further the damage these old doctrines have and are doing to

society is presented according to the author the dogmas need to be removed so

the church that many of us knew as children and growing up can return to be

effective in helping solve some of the major crises facing this world the economy

and the great financial difference between the rich and poor the issue of war as a

way to solve world problems and environmental issues facing the planet for

people who see christianity being stolen by the christian right who still consider

themselves christian who believe in the message of jesus and or who feel a

loyalty to the church they remember this book is crucial reading to taking

christianity back

Fall of Capitalism and Rise of Islam

2008-09-15

the advocate is a lesbian gay bisexual transgender lgbt monthly newsmagazine

established in 1967 it is the oldest continuing lgbt publication in the united states



True Christians Can Change the World

2006

this collection of studies by friends colleagues students and associates of thorwald

lorenzen centers on his pivotal research interests the theological and ethical

implications of a relational understanding of the resurrection of jesus christ in two

major works on the resurrection lorenzen demonstrated the radical ramifications

for christian discipleship of affirming a relational perspective on the resurrection

especially with regard to social justice human rights ecumenical dialogue and

holistic spirituality the purpose of this book is to honor the theological work of

thorwald lorenzen by examining anew and pressing ahead with certain aspects of

his own research interests whether in historical and systematic theology biblical

exegesis and hermeneutics or social ethics and spirituality

Parameters

2006-01-17

provides students and scholars with a valuable reference source in the field of

american politics the companion will equip readers with a deep understanding of

the complex interaction between governmental institutions and processes and the

wider american economy and society that they govern

The Advocate

2009-09-01



american politics is at a breaking point this became obvious when a mob of

american citizens upset with the results of the 2020 presidential election stormed

the capitol building in washington d c to stop congress from tabulating the election

results in order to work democracies require citizens who respect the rights of

individuals defer to the outcomes of elections and abide by the rule of law but

today s toxic political culture has caused many americans to abandon these vital

norms ideological tribalism and partisan hatred have become so rampant that

frightening numbers of american citizens countenance violence against their

political opponents to get their way

Resurrection and Responsibility

2012-07-12

tom waldman s lively and sweeping assessment of the state of american

liberalism begins with the political turbulence of 1968 and culminates with the

2006 takeover of congress by the democratic party not much left the fate of

liberalism in america vividly demonstrates how the progressive and liberal wing of

the democratic party helped end a war won the civil rights battle and paved the

way for blacks women gays and other minorities to achieve full citizenship through

reportage anecdotes and analysis particularly of the disastrous defeat of democrat

george mcgovern in 1972 waldman chronicles how the grand coalition that

achieved so much in the 1960s began to self destruct in the early 1970s citing the

republican recovery from barry goldwater s 1964 defeat waldman demonstrates

how the two parties very different reactions to electoral debacle account for recent

republican dominance and democratic impotence assessing liberalism s fate

through the carter and reagan presidencies the defeat of michael dukakis in the



1988 presidential election and the on again off again liberalism of the clinton years

waldman then brings the discussion up to date with analysis of the 2008

presidential campaign

The Oxford Companion to American Politics

2023

most observers explain evangelical christians bedrock support for israel as

stemming from the apocalyptic belief that the jews must return to the holy land as

a precondition for the second coming of christ but the real reasons argues

stephen spector are far more complicated in evangelicals and israel spector

delves deeply into the christian zionist movement mining information from original

interviews web sites publications news reports survey research worship services

and interfaith conferences to provide a surprising look at the sources of

evangelical support for israel israel is god s prophetic clock for many evangelicals

irrefutable proof that prophecy is true and coming to pass in our lifetime but

spector goes beyond end times theology to find a complex set of motivations

behind israel evangelical relations these include the promise of god s blessing for

those who bless the jews gratitude to jews for establishing the foundations of

christianity remorse for the chu

The Myth of Left and Right

2008-05-19

kenneth j collins tells the narrative history of the political and cultural fortunes of

american evangelicalism from the late nineteenth century through the



contemporary era he traces the establishment of the evangelical enterprise in

american culture and its influences on the political and social values of the

american landscape throughout the twentieth century as well as its fragmentation

into competing ideological camps underlining how both sides of the liberal

conservative divide have diluted their message through political idioms collins

suggests a way forward for evangelical political identity that avoids the pitfalls of

fundamentalism and liberalism will american evangelicalism outlive its partisan

history as kenneth collins tells the story there is reason to think so

Not Much Left

2008-12-09

have you ever been a fan of a show that was canceled abruptly or that killed off a

beloved character unexpectedly or perhaps it was rebooted after a long absence

and now you re worried it won t be as good as the original anyone who has ever

followed entertainment closely knows firsthand that such transitions can be jarring

indeed for truly loyal fans the loss can feel very real even throwing their own

identity into question examining how fans respond to and cope with transitions

endings or resurrections in everything from band breakups r e m to show

cancellations hannibal to closing down popular amusement park rides this

collection brings together an eclectic mix of scholars to analyze the various ways

fans respond to change essays explore practices such as fan discussion and

creating alternative fan fictions as well as cases where fans abandon their objects

of interest completely and move on to new ones shedding light on how fans react

both individually and as a community the contributors also trace the commonalities

and differences present in fandoms across a range of media and they pay close



attention to the ways fandom operates across paratexts and transmedia forms

including films comics and television this fascinating approach promises to make

an important contribution to the fields of fan media and cultural studies and should

appeal widely to students scholars and anyone else with a genuine interest in

understanding why these transitions can have such a deep impact on fans lives

contributors stuart bell anya benson lucy bennett paul booth joseph brennan

kristina busse melissa a click ruth deller evelyn deshane nichola dobson simone

driessen emily garside holly willson holladay bethan jones nicolle lamerichs

kathleen williams rebecca williams

Evangelicals and Israel

2012-08-02

hugh heclo proposes that christianity not religion in general has been important for

american democracy responding to his challenging argument mary jo bane

michael kazin and alan wolfe criticize qualify and amend it the result is a lively

debate about a momentous tension in american public life

Power, Politics and the Fragmentation of

Evangelicalism

2018-05

the impotent giant has nothing to do with being a democrat or republican it has

everything to do with what it means to be an american alarmed about who and

what the united states of america represents author dr h john lyke articulates how



citizens can help to regain the moral and political leadership using psychological

principles he provides a discussion of why our country is in the fix it s in and how

to return it to its former greatness dr lyke s research on the issues began with a

re examination of the lives of outstanding leaders especially george washington

and abraham lincoln two men who led the united states toward the attainment of

american ideals studying the principles courage and actions of these men offers a

model for effective leadership and rekindles one s pride in being an american a

pride that for many has shrunk drastically during the past ten years the impotent

giant examines where the country stands among other nations and how the

citizens of the united states and those of the rest of the world perceive its leaders

it encourages citizens to elect the right leaders discuss the right issues and act for

the right reasons

Everybody Hurts

2009-03-31

genocide has been called a problem from hell and despite vehement declarations

of never again it s a problem that continues to plague the world from the

beginning of history to the most recent massacres in bosnia rwanda and darfur

genocide defies resolution and given today s worldwide access to highly lethal

weapons and advanced communications technology facilitating incitement to hate

we can expect to see this problem grow it is often claimed that genocide occurs

without warning taking both local and global communities by surprise yet as david

hamburg convincingly shows we have had long term advance knowledge of most

modern genocides dating back to the early 20th century armenian tragedy in

turkey and before in this book dr hamburg applies a groundbreaking new



perspective the medical model of prevention to the scourge of genocide in the

world preventing genocide is not only possible dr hamburg contends but essential

given its high cost in lives human rights and international security here he maps

out numerous practical steps to recognise genocidal conflicts early and stem their

tides of violence before they become acute he also outlines several institutions in

place and programs underway at the un eu and nato devoted to preventing future

genocides before they erupt he draws lessons both from missed opportunities and

successful experiences and makes many constructive suggestions about

strengthening international institutions governments and ngos for this purpose

Christianity and American Democracy

2008-10-27

an unflinching look at the origins philosophy meanings and impact of the radical

form of conservatism that currently dominates american politics analyzing the

literature books magazines newspapers and broadcast sources that define and

promote conservatism toplin leads the reader on a provocative tour of the

conservative mind as viewed by a liberal tour guide

The Impotent Giant

2015-11-17

looking for a leadership development model for the millennial generation designed

to build them into leaders and professionals ready to address 21st century

challenges it s in your hands through the johnson white leadership model jwlm this

book combines leadership development and professional development and shares



the secrets to executive level leadership all with a focus on social conscience

driven by faith ethics and diversity articulated as focus action great leadership the

jwlm concisely outlines the intrapersonal interpersonal and leadership skills that

result in the betterment of individuals groups organizations and society as a whole

the jwlm is inspired by the work of morehouse college sixth president dr benjamin

e mays mentor to dr martin luther king jr dr mays said we are all called by god to

human betterment and enrichment if we fail on those scores we disappoint god

break his heart and make him cry

Preventing Genocide

2006

paying close attention to its domestic roots this textbook provides a valuable

introduction to the construction and application of us foreign policy in the modern

era accessibly written and including helpful illustrative material a glossary and

guide to further reading it is organised around four broad themes the ideologies of

us foreign policy the institutions of us foreign policy making the actors who

influence and shape the content of us foreign policy the policy goals and ideas

that motivate us foreign policy drawing from analyses of the broader history of us

foreign policy throughout the post second world war period the book encourages

readers to think about how these ideas institutions and goals have been at work in

the foreign policy of recent presidential administrations including those of george

w bush barack obama donald trump and joe biden



Radical Conservatism

2017-02-01

on november 30 1995 secretary of defense william j perry testified before the

house international relations and national security committees on the commitment

of u s ground forces to the former yugoslavia the commitment crafted in dayton

ohio had been avoided for some 4 years perry carefully discussed the mission

rules of engagement and exit strategy for u s forces perry explained the rationale

for the deployment an opportunity to end the bloody conflict further american

interests in the region and prevent the spread of the war to neighboring nations he

clearly defined the mission of the implementation force ifor as to oversee and

enforce implementation of the military aspects of the peace agreement

Focus in Action Is Great Leadership

2021-06-29

US Foreign Policy

1997

Modern U.S. civil-military relations
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